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GeneRAL News
Flipkart partners with Ministry of Rural Development to get women businesses into
e-commerce fold
Ease of Doing Business for MSMEs:
Launched in 2019, Flipkart said the
Samarth programme is currently supporting the livelihoods of over 9,50,000
artisans, weavers, and craftsmen across
India.
The DAY-NRLM program with its outreach
in 6,768 blocks of 706 districts across all
28 States and 6 union territories has 7.84
crore women mobilized into more than 71
lakh SHGs, Flipkart said.
Ease of Doing Business for MSMEs: Walmart-owned Flipkart on Tuesday signed a
memorandum of understanding (MoU) with the Ministry of Rural Development for its
Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana - National Rural Livelihood Mission (DAY-NRLM) program, to
bring local businesses and self-help groups (SHGs), particularly those led by women into
the e-commerce fold. Flipkart said the tie-up is aligned with the DAY-NRLM's goal of
strengthening the capabilities of rural communities for self-employment and
entrepreneurship.
The MoU is a part of Flipkart's Samarth programme that seeks to help skilled yet underserved communities of craftsmen, weavers and artisans sell online through Flipkart
marketplace along with providing e-commerce knowledge and training around
onboarding, cataloging, marketing, account management, business insights, and
warehousing. The DAY-NRLM program with its outreach in 6,768 blocks of 706 districts
across all 28 States and 6 union territories has 7.84 crore women mobilized into more than
71 lakh SHGs, the company said.
In the programme, poor women from SHGs and their federations are provided with
inancial, economic, and social development services for enhancing their income and
quality of life. "SHGs are the backbone of the rural economy and we are targeting to enhance
their annual income to at least 1 lakh. We are identifying and collaborating with all possible
partners who can contribute to this cause and a partnership between DAY NRLM and
Flipkart will help in the process," Minister of Rural Development and Panchayati Raj Giri
Raj Singh said in a statement.
Launched in 2019, Flipkart said the Samarth programme is currently supporting the
livelihoods of over 9,50,000 artisans, weavers, and craftsmen across India, and is
continuously working towards bringing even more sellers onto the platform. "The crafts of
India's local artisans, weavers, and self-help groups deserve to reach a far wider audience,
including and beyond their respective regions. The Flipkart Samarth initiative provides
them with access to potentially more than 350 million consumers on our platform spread
across the country," said Rajneesh Kumar, Chief Corporate Aﬀairs Of icer, Flipkart Group.
Source: https://www. inancialexpress.com/industry/sme/msme-eodb- lipkartpartners-with-ministry-of-rural-development-to-get-women-businesses-into-ecommerce-fold/2362017/
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How intechs, banks, govt can reduce lending cost to MSMEs, enhance credit
accessibility
Credit and Finance for MSMEs: Due to lack of transmission through smaller NBFCs and
intechs, the expected bene its of govt support
schemes didn't reach most players.
Despite the signi icant contribution made by MSMEs to the
country's GDP and overall growth, these players struggle to
secure loans from formal sources. (Image: pixabay)

Credit and Finance for MSMEs: The MSME sector has
remained a key driver of large-scale employment
generation and also a lucrative hub for India's
innovative startups. Being home to 60 million
enterprises, this sector contributes 33 per cent of total manufacturing output, 45 per cent
of exports, and employs an estimated 80 million people in the country. However, most
businesses in this space have been reeling under the impact of uncertainty and broken
supply chains with the advent of Covid-19 that shook the world like never before.
The pandemic has highlighted the pain points of these businesses, where liquidity tops the
agenda of most small business owners. The two signi icant reasons behind this problem
are availability and cost of capital. These challenges push smaller irms to approach
informal lenders for loans by mortgaging their assets. This is what makes it dif icult for
inancial institutions to assess and analyse the credit risk of these players.?
Government measures for relief
To bring some relief, the government has deployed liquidity measures like Targeted LongTerm Repo Operations (TLTRO 2.0), Partial Credit Guarantee Scheme (PCGS), and
Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS), among others. However, due to lack of
transmission through smaller NBFCs and intechs, the expected bene its of these support
schemes didn't reach most players.
PCGS: Existing problems and solutions
When speaking of PCGS, which ensures a 20 per cent loss guarantee on bond/CP issuance
of non-bank lenders, most PSBs have been found to limit its usage, making it accessible
only to their existing NBFC borrowers, with whom they have done business earlier. The
problem with this approach is that it directly excludes the new lenders - especially those
hailing from the BBB and A credit rating families - from availing of the bene its. Apart from
these players, some PSBs have already reached their exposure limits on NBFCs, hence
preventing them from leveraging the scheme bene its.
The original PCGS scheme enabled buying of pooled assets by providing buyers with a
direct charge on assets. This eliminated the entity risk of the NBFC. Therefore, the
government should re-introduce element and add it to the current scheme. We must
understand that the risk pro ile of the bonds is far superior to the underlying credit rating
of intechs owing to the fact that pooled assets oﬀer a 20 per cent sovereign guarantee. The
government should also ensure that the bonds purchased under this scheme are
exempted from sectoral limits for banks with respect to NBFC exposure. Doing so will
boost the con idence of PSBs and encourage them to go outside of their existing NBFC
relationships. In a nutshell, PSBs should be mandated to extend their support to all
qualifying players on the back of robust safety and security, given the guaranteed nature of
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the pools.
ECLGS: Existing problems and solutions
Likewise, ECLGS was launched to put liquidity in hands of stressed MSME businesses during
the Covid crisis. The scheme was oﬀered under an interest rate cap of 14 per cent by NBFCs,
with no allowance for processing fees. However, since most NBFCs and intech players have
the cost of wholesale funds in the 14 per cent range, they couldn't lend money to borrowers.
Lack of liquidity among these players also prevents them from utilizing this scheme. To
address this challenge, the government can make funds available at a reasonable cost of
capital (8-10 per cent) to any interested lender.
In fact, the government may provide 100 per cent liquidity support for this scheme through
SIDBI. Another way of making this support accessible is to isolate loans that are under this
scheme and pledge their cash lows to wholesale lenders under a bankruptcy-resistant
safety net. Moreover, the government can also make the mechanism of obtaining NOC from
existing lenders frictionless and hassle-free. For instance, if a borrower submits a letter for
NOC under this scheme to a lender, and doesn't receive a response within seven days, the
NOC should be deemed in such a case. This will enable capable lenders to disburse funds to
borrowers in a more seamless manner, rather than keeping them in queues, which would
only result in further delay.
At the same time, most digital lenders still continue to borrow at over 14-15 per cent despite
investment-grade ratings, which in turn, results in a high cost to borrowers (above 20 per
cent). Since ECLGS has a rate cap of 14 per cent, digital lenders become ineligible for these
schemes. To address these bottlenecks, the government can enable direct lending on digital
platforms by PSBs, where the process and underwriting control would stay with the bank.
Similarly, the government can also facilitate wholesale lending to intech NBFCs, so that PSBs
can take the lead in evolving an alternate quali ication process for these players. In fact,
SIDBI's intech pilot is already in process of doing so.
Fintech: Addressing the credit gap of MSMEs
Despite the signi icant contribution made by MSMEs to the country's GDP and overall
growth, these players struggle to secure loans from formal sources, mainly due to the
inability of the bank system to assess their creditworthiness. However, intech players are
changing that by making easy and aﬀordable loans available to these underserved
businesses and using data-driven models to calibrate credit risk. However, most intech
players continue to borrow at rates more than 14-15 per cent, which eventually translates
into high costs - over 20 per cent paid by MSMEs. This high rate of interest constraints the
growth of these businesses.
One of the solutions to this problem can be a collaboration between intech players and
public sector banks. With this association, intech companies can expand the reach for PSBs,
while enabling them with better credit decisioning tools. Similarly, institutions like SIDBI
and DFIs can leverage their rich track record of developing credit enhancement products to
enable a seamless low of capital. Doing so can act as a major illip to businesses in Tier-II and
III locations and those seeking loans under Rs 10 lakhs. Also, if the government can extend
re inancing schemes to younger NBFCs without a three-year pro itability track record, it will
be capable of helping MSMEs with smaller and shorter-tenure loans.
PSBs may also consider creating a corpus for relatively younger and lower-rated NBFCs by a
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way of working out an alternate quali ication process and threshold. These are some of the
measures that can act as a breather to the aﬀected MSME segment and help businesses
bounce back to the new normal, sooner than later.
Source: https://www. inancialexpress.com/industry/sme/cafe-sme/msme- in-howintechs-banks-govt-can-reduce-lending-cost-to-msmes-enhance-credit-accessibility/2369086/
Industry Perspectives: Using technology to cut SME trade inance costs
Polytrade is a receivables inance company which provides working capital to small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) across Asia and the Middle East.
Since launching in 2014, the irm has built up a customer base of over 5,000 borrowers and
helped clients to ful il their orders to multinationals including Walmart, Ikea, Nike and
Debenhams.
But this year, Polytrade also started developing a blockchain-based decentralised inance
protocol that it says will inance the working capital needs of SMEs.
In this Industry Perspective, Piyush Gupta, founder and managing director, outlines plans for
launching the blockchain-enabled platform, and discusses the ways in which the new
solution will help SMEs source aﬀordable trade inancing.
GTR: Tell us about Polytrade. What has been the focus of the business to date and to what
extent has the irm expanded its operations in recent years?
Gupta: In 2014, I irst launched a consulting irm called Riqueza Capital that focused on
helping SMEs source trade inance in several key markets, including Hong Kong, Singapore,
India and Dubai.
Working with the likes of Drip Capital, PrimaDollar, TradeWind, India Factoring and others,
we raised more than half a billion dollars for our clients over the past six or seven years,
while also developing a reputation for sourcing good quality deals.
During Covid times, every business took a big hit and we were not immune to that. So we
quickly changed our strategy and moved our business onto a web-based digital platform,
which we had irst launched in January 2020. We onboarded more than 100 customers
during the irst six months, arranging inancing for clients we had never met face-to-face.
That was a remarkable switch, from having 10 or so meetings to explain our project, to
onboarding a company remotely and inalising all the documentation digitally, before
wrapping up the transaction and sending it to our lenders.
The plan is to now transition into becoming a blockchain-based protocol, which we will
of icially launch in January 2022. It has been a good two-year-long journey from a team of
four or ive people, to where we are now with more than 20 employees. We raised US$1.6mn
earlier this year to help develop the new solution.
GTR: How does the new Polytrade platform work, and what does it aim to do?
Gupta: As a decentralised trade inance protocol, Polytrade aims to link cryptocurrency
investors to real-world receivables inancing assets, in turn helping SMEs source aﬀordable
funding, quickly and with no limits on ticket size.
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On the borrower side, the plan is to make the solution as decentralised as possible, so any
company can be onboarded and submit data.
The SME will submit their invoice to the Polytrade platform, while all the third parties
involved in a deal - including those that carry out KYC and credit checks - will be connected
to the system through APIs. There is a mechanism built into the platform ensuring that once
all the data has been captured and uploaded to the blockchain, a smart contract will decide
whether the invoice should be inanced or not. If it is to be inanced, the smart contract will
also decide on the parameters of the deal, the size of the advanced ratio, the interest rate
and the factoring fee.
Crypto investors will then be able to invest and earn interest on these real-world assets
through stable coins, such as USDT or USDC.
GTR: What unique bene its does the platform oﬀer to both SMEs and investors?
Gupta: Before launching Polytrade, we identi ied several ongoing problems for SMEs.
According to the World Economic Forum, 60% of SME requests for inancing are rejected
worldwide. Meanwhile, the gap in SME trade inancing - estimated to be US$1.7tn today - is
forecast to increase to US$2.5tn by 2025.
Traditional trade inance lenders often have a manual way of doing things, which means
that if they are assessing a client with a US$2mn limit versus one with a US$200,000 limit,
the lender will obviously put their energy towards a larger ticket size as the margins are
that much better. SMEs with smaller invoices are often simply neglected.
Another factor is that dollar inancing is often incredibly expensive. Factoring costs in the
US can reach as high as 18% per annum, around 15% in Europe, or roughly 18 to 20% in
Latin America. The numbers are a bit more reasonable in Asia, but they are still hovering
around 10 to 12% a year.
A third and very compelling problem is that if you go to a trade inance fund as a small
company, the lender will assess all your buyers and give you a lump sum annual limit. But
this can be very in lexible for SMEs, who are sometimes forced to accept inancing for
invoices they did not need or want.
Polytrade's digitised solution aims to tackle these three issues. Whether an invoice is
US$10,000 or US$1mn in size, our system has the same process. Secondly, we are not taking
any currency risks so will be able to provide cheaper inancing for borrowers. Crypto
liquidity will be provided through stable coins, which will then be converted into iat
money before lending.
Thirdly, Polytrade is not going to set annual limits. As we are doing spot inancing, the
platform will inance a company's invoice on an individual basis. That's a big change which
nobody has done so far in the trade inance industry.
Today, trillions of dollars are locked into stable coins such as USDT or USDC, so you
understand how big the potential market is. When these crypto holders go to any crypto
protocol they can deposit and earn interest returns of somewhere between 1 to 3%. But we
estimate that we'll be able to oﬀer them returns of as much as 6% by investing in
receivables assets.
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GTR: What sort of appetite
have you seen for the
platform, and which markets
will you likely target?
Gupta: The platform is yet to
formally go live, but in the
irst year we have plans to
incentivise borrowers and
lenders to sign up to the
platform.
It is a very common thing in
the industry to do some
'bootstrapping' with your
own treasury resources
when you initially launch.
Our native token is called
$TRADE, and in the irst few
months, on our borrower
side, we will reduce the cost of funds by giving them additional $TRADE tokens on every
successful invoice. This will bring down their borrowing costs.
In the same way, the people who are putting money into the protocol, the depositors, they
will be getting a 6% deal on their USDT as well as an additional yield of roughly 4 to 5%
through trade tokens.
Our company has existing clientele in the Asean region, so naturally we will target these
companies in our irst phase. But at the same time we are also aggressively talking to
lenders in Latin America, as well as a large US debt fund.
GTR: In what ways can new technology innovations such as blockchain and tokens be used
to bridge the well-documented trade inance gap?
Gupta: The use case is already strong for blockchain, with various players across the trade
and trade inance industry, including logistics companies, banks and credit insurance
irms, looking at integrating the technology into their business.
Blockchain means the data is public and stamped in such a way it will never be tampered
with. If one invoice is already on chain, that invoice will never be touched by anybody else.
As such, I see a sizable evolution ahead in the wider inance industry, including the trade
inance market. While none of my clients over the past eight years committed fraud, there
have been several scams in that time, and some trade inance funds have vanished from the
market as a result.
Today transactions are being settled in iat, namely US dollars, euros or any other
government-backed currency. Cryptocurrencies would oﬀer a new way to start settling
these deals, one which is separate from central government or fed involvement - with
prices driven instead by supply and demand. But while I believe tokens will play an
important role in tackling the trade inance gap, I do not see that happening anytime soon.
Source: https://www.gtreview.com/news/sponsored-statement/industry-perspectivesusing-technology-to-cut-sme-trade- inance-costs/
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Start up
Bottomline: A new age public market debacle can singe the startup world
Markets are interconnected and an adverse
incident in the public market for new age biz
can ripple through startup world
Bottomline: A new age public market
debacle can singe the startup world
There is a growing unease among seasoned
p u b l i c m a r ke t i nve s to r s a b o u t t h e
presumably lofty valuations of many newage businesses coming to the market to
raise funds. What’s more disconcerting in
many cases, is that the sums raised are being used to provide “exits” to existing investors,
who are selling out with heady gains.
Is there much more on the table, especially in the short run? That’s the question that’s
nagging most investors. What’s more, several veterans have publicly expressed to sit it out
and give many of the new age oﬀers a pass. That’s even more disconcerting.
Recent quarterly reports by digital world leaders like Zomato have also left investors with
mixed views. While the food delivery major reported a robust over 30 percent quarter-onquarter growth in users and a strong growth in the gross market value of sales via its
platform, margins crimped by 67 percent and operating losses swelled. Zomato also said it
will invest $1 billion in startups in the quick commerce space over the next two years. The
company’s CEO and CFO in their message topped the communication with this: "One last
thing – we have heard that a public listing changes a number of things for companies. We are
adamant that we will not let our IPO change anything, and we aren’t going to morph into a
QSQT business (‘quarter-se-quarter-tak’). We will continue to focus relentlessly on the long
term”. That sounds like a clear message that turning pro itable in the short run clearly isn’t a
priority. What’s more, there are likely compulsions on this front with its biggest rival
Swiggy still raising big money from the private market, which isn’t near-term bottomline
focused.
Paytm, a big test of con idence
The Paytm IPO, India’s largest, pulled through convincingly in the inal lap of its oﬀer
period. However, the listing outcome of this top-rated intech player is being closely
watched for cues to the street’s con idence in the new-age businesses. A strong listing
would bring back some investor con idence and provide the upcoming new age IPOs a leg
up. But a failure to deliver gains on listing day could very well have the opposite eﬀect.
It remains to be seen whether an adverse listing will severely impact investor interest, or
whether it will just make investors more selective. This since Nykaa has delivered a heady
return.
What’s de inite, though, is that there will be an impact on the perception of how successful
or not the Paytm listing is. Given that optically, Paytm’s valuations as indicated by the oﬀer
price are lofty, it makes for an interesting case study.
To give you a sense, Paytm’s proposed market cap is 14.7x its pre-money Balance Sheet size
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and 50x its total operating income (not pro it, mind you). Even on a post-money Balance
Sheet size, the multiple would work out to 7.9x. In contrast, HDFC Bank and ICICI Bank trade
at the market cap to net pro it and net worth multiples of 28x and 30x, and 4.2x and 3.5x.
VALUATION EQUATION
Paytm
BS Size
Op Income (FY21)
HDFC Bank
Net Pro it
Op Income (FY21)
Networth
ICICI Bank
Net Pro it
Op Income (FY21)
Networth

Amount (Rs cr)
9459
2802.
Amount (Rs cr)
31833
128552
209810
Amount (Rs cr)
18384
89163
154459

Mcap Ratio (x)
14.7
449.7
Mcap Ratio (x)
27.7
6.9
4.2
Mcap Ratio (x)
29.5
6.09
3.5

And this should be seen in the context of the fact that nearly 60 percent of its operating
income goes towards meeting payment processing charges (paid to banks to facilitate the
transactions).
BANKING ON PAYTM
Paytm Operating Metric
Op Income
Payment Processing Charges
PPC/Op Income (%)

Q1-FY22
890.8
526.5
59.1

Q1-FY21
551.2
398
72.2

Fy21
2802
1917
68.4

History in the making?
What can a signi icant debacle of a new age company listing have on the prospects of peers?
We only need to draw lessons from history to realize this. During the dotcom boom, the
Nasdaq Index had quoted at a PE multiple of 200. This was at a time when the PEG (priceearnings growth) ratio had become a popular yardstick. In essence, if you expected a
business to grow at 100 percent year-on-year, a PE multiple of 100 was ascribed. Why this
was clearly absurd, we all know and realize now.
The story of today's unicorn valuations doesn't seem very diﬀerent. A walk down memory
lane clearly suggests that what seemed to inspire con idence then is similar to what inspires
con idence now. If Warren Buﬀett's Berkshire Hathaway has invested in Paytm now, Rupert
Murdoch bought Indya.com from Microland then. Where is Indya.com, touted to be the
future platform for all advertising, today?
Similarly, Sify.com which had seen its American Depository Receipt hit $60 on Nasdaq in
2000, today trades at about $3.5. Even rediﬀ.com that traded above $10 during the boom,
had the last quote of $0.12.
Some of these businesses have evolved, survived the bust and grown. But none of them
command the lofty valuations once did. Will we see a repeat of this, or are the new-age
companies diﬀerent, and will they go on to create wealth like Facebook and Alphabet or
even Tesla? That’s a trillion-dollar question to which there are no easy answers. What’s, a
given, though, is that if the public market appetite for new age listings gets dented, it will
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ripple through the private investment environment for startups. If the public market won't
give the current valuations on exits, it is unlikely the private market will either.
Given this, the repercussions of a public market failure could well reshape the fortunes of
the start-up ecosystem in the country. And that would be a much bigger impact than the
success or failure of any one public oﬀering. And for this reason, I’d watch the space very
closely.
source: https://www.cnbctv18.com/market/stocks/tarsons-products-ipo-subscriptionupdate-latest-day-1-nov-15-tarsons-share-price-11466052.htm

Women Wing

What startup entrepreneurs could learn from writers-Business Journal
The past few days, people
who follow the news
began to see images of a
sari-clad entrepreneur
who they would soon
learn is the founder of the
online retail store, Nykaa.
After her company began
trad-ing on Indian stock
mar-kets last week,
Falguni Nayar became a
billio-naire, and hence
another inspiring igure.
Inspi-ration is a feeling
people get when they derive from successful people all the wrong causes and impediments
of success. And so there was much talk about her age, the fact that she was 50 when she
started her business, that she was a woman, and so on. What people never know are the
actual reasons for someone’s success.
Even so, inspiration is the most powerful emotion of our times. Feeling it, seeking it. It
emerges from a subdued form of sorrow called hope. Across Indian cities today, the young
and the middle-aged wish to be entrepreneurs. They wish to be rich. Working for a
company is merely a temporary arrangement until an exceptional idea comes to them, or
until they execute such an idea that has already come to them. Or, maybe, most of them don’t
have ideas. They want to be wealthy entrepreneurs but they don’t know yet what their
enterprise is going to be, even though they do love that quote about how wealth is a byproduct of doing what you love. One thing inspiring people don’t tell you is that you need
more luck to realize what you love than to make money.
Despite the dullness and illogic of most successful entrepreneurs, millions seek to absorb
insights from them. As the hopeful wait, they routinely hear of some startup raising
millions in some round, or a new company going for an initial public oﬀer. What does so
much inspiration, hope and intended imitation do to a society? It makes people unhappy,
jealous, bitter and other things that are useful for success. But they need one more layer of
information.
A few years ago, I was invited by a publisher to be in conversation with the British-Pakistani
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writer, Mohsin Hamid, to discuss his new novel, How to Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asia. Once
members of the audience started asking questions, I igured why they had come. They
thought the book was a serious how-to-get-rich guide. But in a way, they were in the right
place. There is much that aspiring entrepreneurs can learn from writers. Also, from
ilmmakers and other artists. People don’t realise that artists are entrepreneurs. I wish I
could say what you need to learn from them is how to be. And maybe you can. But they oﬀer
a more valuable lesson in what not to be. They are a foreboding of what is going to happen to
you and why you have to be a better person than a writer and others of that bent.
It is possible that the reason writers and art ilmmakers talk so much about public ethics
and morality is that they have very little of these in their private lives. All of us have a quota
of goodness we need to ful il. So people who do not know how to be kind at home are often
the ones who speak of macro-kindness, of national or global proportions. But one strand of
their public morality also comes from the bitterness of failure and jealousy. That is why they
commonly attack their more successful peers on moral and ideological grounds.
The recent success of young and middle-class entrepreneurs has created the notion that the
startup culture emerges from equal opportunity. This is largely a myth because there is a lot
of social equity hidden in startup funding. Yet, strong perceptions of merit persist in this
new economy, and that deepens the sense of failure in a majority who are yet to make it. And
I am beginning to see the same sad circles of disgruntled people as seen in the arts, wasting
their time talking ill of those who have made it.
I do not wish to deny anyone the agony of envy. After all, it is a natural sentiment between
equals, and all talented people who believe they are worthy of success would feel envious of
their more successful peers. But when envy turns into sustained bitterness, it causes hypermorality, which is the prevailing madness in the artistic world. Behind those men who call
other men “misogynists”, behind the accusations of “bigotry”, behind the moral indignation
of the art-house is usually just petty jealousy and a subconscious attempt to eliminate
competition.
I see this happening among talented entrepreneurs whose startups are languishing. Their
sense of failure and jealousy makes them speak the language of social morality. When we
think we’re better than others, we tend to lose our humour, and humour is not merely the
ability to be funny. It is the ability to laugh at our own circumstances, and that is a form of
clarity. When people surrender their clarity, they unwittingly get recruited in larger
political and corporate games.
Mainstream commercial art is a democracy where public opinion delivers either rewards or
punishment. But for the middle and high arts, a cartel decides for all of us what is good. Here,
validation is the currency. This infection has already permeated the very heart of our new
capitalism. Disenchanted entrepreneurs who have been denied material success seek
compensation in more abstract kinds of validation. At an innocuous level, they do things like
creating a corrupt culture of awards and prestige. At a more serious level, their
disenchantment has transformed into hyper-moral activism.For instance, some
disgruntled entrepreneurs who have taken to posturing call themselves “ethicists”, and
some of them create or fan fears around technology, privacy, enterprise and billionaires.
And what was denied to them in the form of material success, they make up through
acclaim.
source: https://business-journal.in/opinion/what-startup-entrepreneurs-could-learnfrom-writers-business-journal/
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Nykaa founder Falguni Nayar's wealth tops $6.5 bn after irm's listing
She's become India's wealthiest self-made female billionaire, according to Bloomberg
Billionaires Index.
Falguni Nayar’s beauty startup has jolted her to the
ranks of the world’s richest.
Nayar, who owns about half of Nykaa, is now worth
about $6.5 billion as shares of the irm surged as much
as 89% when they started trading Wednesday. She’s
become India’s wealthiest self-made female billionaire, according to the Bloomberg Billionaires Index.
FSN E-Commerce Ventures, Nykaa’s parent entity, is
India’s irst woman-led unicorn to hit the stock
exchange. It priced its initial public oﬀering at the top end of a marketed range, raising 53.5
billion rupees ($722 million). The stock was up 78% as of 10:36 a.m. in Mumbai.
Nayar, who formerly led a top Indian investment bank, founded Nykaa in 2012 just months
before turning 50. Back then, most Indian women bought makeup and hair-care products at
neighborhood mom-and-pop stores where the selection was scanty and trials unheard of.
The startup has since grown into the country’s leading beauty retailer, buoying online sales
with demo videos by glamorous Bollywood actors and celebrities and more than 70 brickand-mortar stores. Nykaa, derived from the Sanskrit word for heroine, sells items including
exfoliation creams, bridal make-up essentials and hundreds of shades of lipstick,
foundation and nail color to suit Indian skin tones, skin types and local weather. Its sales
surged 35% to $330 million in the year ended in March, according to its iling. Nykaa is a
pro itable company, a rarity among the internet startups making a debut in the public
markets.
Nayar owns her company stake through two family trusts and and seven other promoter
entities. Her Ivy League-educated daughter and son, who run diﬀerent Nykaa units, are
among the promoters.
While Nayar is India’s richest self-made female billionaire, Savitri Jindal, who controls the
OP Jindal Group conglomerate founded by her late husband, is the nation’s wealthiest
woman. Her fortune is valued at $12.9 billion, according to the Bloomberg Billionaires
Index, a ranking of the world’s 500 richest people.
Nykaa’s IPO is one of the many consumer Internet companies making its debut this year
amid a soaring stock market. Paytm, India’s leading digital payments irm backed by
Warren Buﬀett’s Berkshire Hathaway Inc. and Masayoshi Son’s SoftBank Group Corp.
closes for subscription on Wednesday. One97 Communications Ltd., its operator, is vying
for a $2.5 billion listing, the nation’s biggest.While Nykaa has changed Indians’ outlook
from making do with just a lipstick and kajal eyeliner, “we have a long way to go,” Nayar told
Bloomberg ahead of the IPO. Women -- and even men -- in the country of 1.3 billion people
are just beginning to open their wallets to splurge on make-up and grooming products.
source: https://www.business-standard.com/article/companies/beauty-startupfounder-s-wealth-tops-6-5-billion-in-nykaa-ipo-121111000394_1.html
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ICSME 2021
“SMEs: KEY TO AN INCLUSIVE AND SUSTAINABLE RECOVERY POST
PANDEMIC THROUGH ATMANIRBHAR BHARAT”
The COVID-19 crisis has
taught us that the pandemic and contai-nment
measures do not impact
everyone in the same way.
Among the private sector,
MSMEs, especially those
led by women, youth,
ethnic minorities and
migrants,
suﬀered the most . An
International Trade Centre
survey on COVID-19 impact among businesses in
136 countries has shown
that nearly 62% of womenled small busi-nesses
have been strongly aﬀected by the crisis, compared to just over half of
irms led by men, and
women-owned are 27%
more likely not to survive
the pandemic. The COVID19 crisis also taught us the value and catalytic impact of digital connectivity,
particularly for MSMEs.
As governments vaccinate their populations, the world continues to deal with
several other challenges that include the ongoing eﬀects of climate change,
biodiversity lost, and pollution. If unabated, these three crises are expected to
have severe negative implications for economic growth, human health and
ecosystems, employment and livelihoods. Much like the pandemic, we know
that without concerted global actions, climate change, biodiversity loss and
pollution are likely to disrupt growth, undermine food and nutrition security,
and reinforce inequalities within and among countries. Among African MSMEs,
only 27% of women-led irms reported investing in at least one measure to
reduce exposure to environmental risks, while 45% of men-led irms had done
the same, according to the SME Competitiveness Outlook 2021. Similarly,
smaller and youth-led irms were less likely to make environmental
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investments compared with larger and adult-led irms. These smaller, womenand youth-led businesses have less capital at their disposal to invest in
mitigating measures to prepare for external shocks like a pandemic or climate
event. In order to recover better, eﬀorts and stimulus packages must target
those most heavily aﬀected by the pandemic and be aligned with the SDGs and
Paris Agreement; supporting MSMEs, especially women, youth, migrantsowned, to be resilient to future shocks. We must seize the opportunity oﬀered
by the pandemic to address pre-existing biases and constraints faced by these
women and men entrepreneurs and empower them to be the agent of change to
achieve the SDGs. Focusing on stories from small business entrepreneurs,
including women-led irms and 'ecopreneurs', this event will shed light on
challenges they face, showcase solutions, and identify new approaches needed
to ensure that MSMEs are change agents in driving a sustainable and inclusive
recovery.
Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan or Self-reliant India campaign is the vision of
new India envisaged by the Hon'ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi. On 12
May 2020, our PM raised a clarion call to the nation giving a kick start to the
Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan (Self-reliant India campaign) and announced
the Special economic and comprehensive package of INR 20 lakh crores equivalent to 10% of India's GDP – to ight COVID-19 pandemic in India. The
aim is to make the country and its citizens independent and self-reliant in all
senses. He further outlined ive pillars of Aatma Nirbhar Bharat – Economy,
Infrastructure, System, Vibrant Demography and Demand. Finance Minister
further announces Government Reforms and Enablers across Seven Sectors
under Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan.
The government took several bold reforms such as Supply Chain Reforms for
Agriculture, Rational Tax Systems, Simple & Clear Laws, Capable Human
Resource and Strong Financial System.
Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav is an initiative of the Government of India to
celebrate and commemorate 75 years of progressive India and the glorious
history of it's people, culture and achievements.
This Mahotsav is dedicated to the people of India who have not only been
instrumental in bringing India thus far in it's evolutionary journey but also hold
within them the power and potential to enable Prime Minister Modi's vision of
activating India 2.0, fuelled by the spirit of Atmanirbhar Bharat.
Theme
The event will focus on placing MSMEs at the centre of resilient, inclusive and
sustainable recovery and growth. Achieving the SDGs, and an economy that is
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greener and fairer, requires resilient and lourishing MSMEs everywhere
through Atmanirbhar Bharat movement.
Objectives
Ÿ Strengthen awareness and capacities of policymakers and micro-, small and
medium-sized enterprises in achieving fairer, resilient and sustainable
recovery that contributes to achieving the SDGs through Atmanirbhar
Bharat campaign.
Ÿ Contribute to global debates on MSMEs in the post-pandemic recovery,
including through environmental sustainability, and empowerment of
youth, women, migrants and refugees.
Ÿ Create space for action, recommendations and practical tools that lead to
more targeted policies and measures, including stimulus packages,
supportive ecosystems and opportunities for MSMEs, especially women and
youth owned MSMEs and sustainable MSMEs.
Target audiences
Ÿ All SMEs
Ÿ UN entities
Ÿ International organizations
Ÿ Business support organizations
Ÿ Private sector representatives
Ÿ Academic institutions
Ÿ Expected Chief Guest - PM / HM / MSME Minister / BJP Head
INVITED EMINENT GUESTS AND SPEAKERS KEY DISCUSSION TOPICS
Ÿ *Chief Guest- Expected Chief Guest - PM / HM / MSME Minister / BJP Head / Top
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Renowned Personality
*Guests of Honour - MSME MoS / Industry MoS / Top Renowned Personality
Senior Bankers, Professionals and Industry representatives
Digitalisation helped SMEs gain new customers, increase transactions amid pandemic
Cross border selling is the only focus for small businesses across Globe
Building an ef icient, low-cost retail export channel can bolster MSMEs
Pandemic has India scrambling to boost its manufacturing sector
Nurturing entrepreneurship among MSMEs holds key to India's problems
Prepack Insolvency Framework for MSMEs
MSME can be foundation for bigger industries

How can India build globally competitive MSMEs?
Ÿ
Downing the shutters, again for MSME
Ÿ
Strict lockdown, slump may dent Karnataka's SMEs this year too
Ÿ
Buyer interest in SME space has gone up Post-Covid
Ÿ
How open data in sub-contracting can help SMEs
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World Association for Small and Medium Enterprises (WASME), a global non-pro it
organization headquartered at Noida, India, has been spearheading the cause and
development of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) worldover since its inception in
1980. Over three decades, WASME has emerged as one of the most representative,
eﬀective and leading international organizations, working towards the promotion of
SMEs worldwide through policy advocacy, information dissemination, conferences,
seminars, events, trainings, publication, network linkages and manymore.
WASME enjoys consultative/observer status with concerned agencies in UN system such
as UNCTAD, ITC, WIPO, UNIDO, UNESCO, UNCITRAL, UNESCAP and ILO, and several other
inter-governmental and international organizations like WCO, OECD, ICSB, APEC, APCTT,
etc.
WASME’s fortnightly SME e-Bulletin “WORLD SME UPDATE” aims to keep its readers
abreast of latest information on various developments taking place in the SME sector
around the globe. If you have any news/information on the issues related to Government
policies & programmers and latest developments in the SME sector i.e. technology and
innovations, success stories, case studies, research and methods, planning and programs,
training and developments, inance and management, and marketing that you would like
to share with the world SME community, please do send them to us at
editor@wasmeinfo.org.
We always welcome your valuable feedback/comments on the SME e-Bulletin to further
enhance our services on information dissemination. Hence, please send us your valuable
guidance as well as meaningful articles as a regular contribution to SME e-Bulletin and
our website in the larger interests and bene its of SMEs the world over.
Editor, World SME Update
World Association for Small and Medium Enterprises
Plot No. 4, Institutional Area, Sector – 16 A,
Noida, Gautam Budh Nagar – 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India
Tel: +91-120- 4216283, Fax: +91-120- 4216284 | Email: editor@wasmeinfo.org
Website: http://www.wasmeinfo.org
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